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NEW NOVEL

A score
for young
readers

THE YEAR OF THE

ROOSTER

Former NFL star pens
sports-related books
for middle schoolers
By Alyson Ward
Landon knows the boys behind him are making fun of him.
He can’t hear everything they
say, and he knows he shouldn’t
turn around: “Nothing good ever
came from three boys laughing
and gawking, but he felt drawn
to it the way he might poke at a
bruise to test how much it really
hurt.”
Landon’s a seventh-grader
who just wants to play football.
He’s got the size and the will
— but there’s an obstacle in the
way, one that has always made
him feel like an outsider: He’s
deaf, and kids call him Frankenstein and a “giant from outer
space” because of the cochlear
implants he wears.
That’s where the action starts
in Tim Green’s new book for
middle graders, “Left Out.”
And, like a lot of Green’s fiction
for young people, this story was
inspired by real life.
For eight years, Green played
defense for the Atlanta Falcons.
Now he writes suspense novels
for adults and chapter books for

It is a time for rebirth, transformation and a wee bit of preening

R

By Kyrie O’Connor

OLL up your sleeves, folks. It’s about to get real.
The current Lunar New Year (also known as the
Chinese New Year or Tet), the Year of the Red Fire
Monkey, ends today, and whether you saw it as a
roller-coaster ride or a rolling dumpster fire, it’s over
now.
Now for something completely different: the Year of the
Red Fire Rooster.
“We are ready for a change, aren’t we?” says Nan Hall Linke, surely Houston’s only astrologer/landscaper/therapist.
“It’s an opportunity to go forward in a new way,” she
says. The rooster’s crow tells us to “wake up and get to it.”
Susan Levitt is a California astrologer who prefers
the term phoenix over rooster. (Linke uses both.) “It’s
always a call to give a chance for rebirth and transformation,” she says.
This upcoming year is a time to focus on
health, work and service. “It’s a year to heal
after the crazy of the fire monkey year,” Levitt
says.
The Chinese zodiac — observed broadly
in East Asia — works in cycles of 12 years,
with each year being represented by an
animal, as well as by one of five fixed elements. That means the years spin in a
grand cycle of 60 years. So the last Fire
Rooster year was 1957. That was when
the USSR launched the satellite
Sputnik and TV launched “Perry
Mason.” Not a lot of fun.

Green continues on D2

Rooster continues on D2

THEATER REVIEW

What an
amazing
‘Curious
Incident’
Clever adaptation
takes audiences
into an unusual mind
By Wei-Huan Chen
Mark Haddon’s book, “The
Curious Incident of the Dog in
the Night-Time,” seems nearly
impossible to adapt to the stage.
In the highly cerebral story
told from the perspective of a
boy with a fantastically unusual
mind, 15-year-old Christopher
Boone paints the world how he
sees it — colors, emotions, numbers and patterns thrust readers
out of the realm of realism.
Littered throughout the novel
are devious fictional devices that
play with narration and reality
that would only ever work in a
book. So to transform this story
so rooted in interiority so it can
be seen on stage would be to utterly change what “Curious Incident” triumphantly achieves,
which is an approximation of
an inner life for a teenager with
(most likely) Asberger’s syndrome.
And yet the stage version of
“Curious Incident,” adapted by
Mark Haddon and shown at
Broadway at the Hobby Center
through Sunday, is a triumphant

Clarissa Rubio
illustration /
Houston Chronicle

Play continues on D3
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Green consulted with deaf children for book
Green from page D1

middle graders. On a book tour a couple
of years ago, Green met a young reader
in Arkansas named Brett who played
football and wore cochlear implants for a
hearing impairment. Soon after, in Kentucky, Green met another young athlete
with cochlear implants. An idea started
to take hold.
“I was
thinking about
my next book
and thought
this would be a
great story,” he
said — one that
would help
young readers
better understand what it’s
like to live with
a disability.
Green
wanted to underTim Green
stand, too, so he
consulted frequently with both the boys
while writing “Left Out,” using Skype to
ask them questions about their lives at
school and in sports.
“Left Out” may be about a kid who
has a disability, but “all of my stories
have main characters who have something that’s broken in their lives,” Green
says. “I’m really passionate about kids
becoming kinder people and more understanding of other people through the
act of reading.”
Green will talk to young readers in
Houston Sunday as part of Inprint’s Cool
Brains! reading series for young people,
free events that give kids a chance to
meet their favorite authors. He’ll talk
about sports, writing and — above all —
the importance of reading.
After he retired from football in the
’90s, Green started out writing suspense
novels for adults. He branched out into

Green visits schools across the country to talk to kids about his books and the importance of reading.

kids’ books at the urging of an editor.
His first book for children, “Football
Genius,” was a bestseller, and he followed that up with more sports-themed
chapter books: “Football Hero,” “The Big
Time,” “Deep Zone” and several more.
He also has set a few stories — “Pinch
Hit,” “Baseball Great,” “Best of the Best”
— in the world of baseball.
It isn’t hard for Green to capture the
voice and tone of middle-grade kids.
“That’s a time of my life that’s really
vivid,” Green says. Even back then,
Green wanted to be a novelist. “I had two
dreams,” he says. “One was to play in the
NFL; the other to become a writer.”
He studied literature and writing
on a football scholarship at Syracuse
University, then went to law school in
the off-season while playing in the NFL.
Now he and his wife have five kids (the

Rooster is hard-working, vain
Rooster from page D1

Levitt advises not
delaying dealing with
health issues, being smart
with money — time for
that retirement planning
— and prioritizing work
over play. “If your boss is a
phoenix, he’s not Mr. Nice
Guy,” she says. Might be a
good time to start showing
up early.
According to Greek
mythology, the phoenix
immolates itself in a fire
(perhaps of the rolling
dumpster variety) and
then rises, reborn. “In
your personal life, you
need to be a phoenix bird
and rise,” Linke says.
“Work on the inside of
you and find your inner
strength.”
But the phoenix/rooster
has another aspect: what
Levitt calls the “cockof-the-walk, look-at-me
image.”
These birds preen. “The
rooster archetype is active,
popular in a crowd, kind
of a performer,” Linke

says, and although the
rooster is vain, it can also
be hard-working and accomplished.
She suggests wearing
bright-colored clothing;
orange feels right to her.
“Look your best, and stick
to the practical and proven
path,” she says. “We found
our vulnerable selves in
2016, but now it’s time to
weed the garden. If you
don’t have a good work
ethic, forget it.”
Depending on what
year someone was born
in — charts are readily
available online — this
year will be either relatively good or not so much,
Levitt says.
Ox and Snake, which
share one of the four
“trines” with Rooster (this
stuff gets complicated) will
do well. Rat’s smarts also
will come in handy. Tiger
will be prone to miscommunicating, whereas Rabbit, sweet and artistic, will
be bruised. Dragon negotiates relationships well,
and will use that skill.

Horse, Levitt says, is sexy
like Rooster, but not keen
on being a plow horse.
Sheep/Goat should tend
to health issues (“Pretend
to be at a spaaaa,” Levitt
says.) Monkey ought to
take this year to finish
projects started in 2016.

youngest is a fourth-grader), he works as
a lawyer and he churns out books in his
spare time.
Green’s next book will be out in
March — “Baseball Genius,” which he
co-wrote with Derek Jeter, the former
New York Yankee who has made his
own post-sports career writing books for
kids.
And Green has recruited more pro
athletes to help him spread the word
about reading. The NFL’s Play 60
campaign urges kids to be physically
active for at least 60 minutes a day;
Green has added his own campaign,
Read 20. With players from six NFL
teams, he visits schools to stress the
importance of reading at least 20
minutes every day.
“Every day,” he says, young readers
(or their parents) will Facebook or email
Dog must stay true to
personal convictions, and
Pig should be its good,
sympathetic self.
If everybody makes it
that far, 2018 will bring
the Year of the Earth Dog.
Levitt says that will be a
year of honesty, truth and
loyalty. Good dog.
kyrie.oconnor@chron.com

Courtesy photos

Author appearance

Tim Green will discuss “Left Out” and
his other books.
When: 3 p.m. Sunday
Where: Meyerland Performing and Visual
Arts Middle School, 10410 Manhattan
Information: FREE; 713-521-2026,
inprinthouston.org

him to say that, while they never had
much use for reading before, they simply
devour his books. Often those new
readers are athletes or sports fans who
were drawn in by the lure of a football or
baseball story.
“I’m really proud of that,” Green says.
“Once a kid has that experience, books
take on a whole new meaning.”
alyson.ward@chron.com

BOOK

Nathan Hale’s graphic novels bring
American — and Texas — history to life
By Alyson Ward

Nathan Hale’s
graphic novel
“Alamo All
Stars” tells
the story of
the ﬁght for
Texas’ independence.

David Crockett and his men
have just arrived in Texas to help
defend the Alamo.
“He’s David Crockett — the
Lion of the West!” someone
exclaims.
“America’s favorite
adventurer!” another chimes.
“The bear hunter!”
“The Indian ﬁghter!” “The
congressman from Tennessee!”
The narrator of this story

Courtesy photo
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steps in with a little context.
“David Crockett was born in
Tennessee on Aug. 17,
1786,” he intones, “three
years after the end of the
Revolutionary War. …”
“Excuse me,” says
Crockett, a coonskin cap
ﬁrmly on his head. “I hate
to interrupt a ﬁne story …
but could we skip my life
Hale
and times and get back
to the exciting and momentous
battle approachin’?”
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COLORFUL
ADDITIONS
1. Purple
coneﬂowers
bloom into fall in
Houston.

6

2. New Guinea
impatiens pair well
in the garden with
elephant ears.
3. A mix of pentas
and rudbeckia
offers a cottage
garden feel.

Still-thriving spring, summer blooms get one last
hurrah before making way for cool-season plants
By Jill Carroll

Houston Chronicle ﬁle photos

History continues on D3

4

3

7

Welcome to author Nathan
Hale’s version of the Alamo.
When Hale tells a
story, history becomes
fascinating and funny.
Names in dusty
textbooks spring to life
as characters, wise or
authoritative or full of
bluster and eager to ﬁght.
Sometimes, like Crockett,
they have a twinkle in
their eyes and a raccoon on their

let them go and start replenishing
the soil and getting ready for coolIf you stand very still in the
season plants.
mornings when you ﬁrst step
Lantana, dianthus, pentas, vinca,
outside, you can feel it. A brush of
impatiens, coneﬂowers of many
breeze with a hint of coolness in it.
sorts, salvias, black-eyed Susans
Yes, that’s fall. And it’s coming.
— these may have populated your
For Houston-area gardengarden since March. Perhaps
ers, the August-September
all they need is a few inches of
season is sort of like a second
fresh compost, some prunIN THE
spring in that we still have
GARDEN ing and deadheading, and an
a few months more of the
all-purpose organic fertilizer
warm weather that supports
application. You’re likely to
springtime plants of most kinds
get growth and blooms through
— ﬂowers, vegetables, shrubs and
Thanksgiving.
herbs. For ﬂower gardeners, this
Pruning particularly helps roses
means taking as assessment of
this time of year, especially the
what plants have done well from
ubiquitous knock-out varieties.
spring through the summer and
Deadhead and prune them back a
determining if you want to shore
bit, replenish their soil with a dedithem up for another few months, or
Fall continues on D2

4. Salvia greggii,
also known as
autumn sage, is
native to Texas.
5. Vibrant
red Salvia van
houttei partners
with Salvia
guaranitica,
blue anise
sage.
6. Chrysanthemums
are one of the
perennials that
signal fall.
7. Dianthus, a
spring bloomer, can
be pretty in the fall,
too, with enough
water.

NATURE

Landmark legislation continues to protect migratory birds
By Gary Clark
I recently stood — along
with multitudes of migratory
shorebirds, including longbilled curlews and piping
plovers — at the Houston
Audubon Society’s Bolivar
Flats Shorebird Sanctuary and
celebrated a law that made
these birds’ presence here
possible.
Congress enacted the Migratory Bird Treaty Act in 1918, on

the heels of the 1916 Migratory
Bird Treaty with Great Britain
on behalf of Canada, which
was then part of Great Britain.
The act prohibited such depredations as killing, capturing
or selling migratory birds and
banned taking, destroying or
selling any parts of the birds,
including feathers, nests and
eggs.
The landmark legislation
was born out of an era when
market hunters were slaugh-

tering millions of wild birds,
like snowy egrets, to supply the millinery trade with
plumes for fashionable hats
worn by wealthy women of the
day.
But two high-society
women, Bostonians Harriet
Hemenway and Minna Hall,
were appalled by the bird
slaughter. They began holding
tea parties with other socialites
in 1896 to campaign against it.

Nature continues on D3
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The
Migratory
Bird Treaty
Act of 1918
helped put
an end to the
slaughter of
birds like the
long-billed
curlew.
Kathy Adams
Clark
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Nature: Migratory Bird Treaty Act saved many from extinction
Nature from page D1

Saving migratory birds

They founded the Massachusetts Audubon Society
and paved the way for the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
The act ended the
slaughter of birds like
long-billed curlews, which
were being shot and piled
into barrels for sale as
food. Dainty piping plovers fell as shooters ﬁred
indiscriminately at birds
along shorelines.
Eskimo curlews, that
once blanketed Texas’
coastal ﬁelds, fell to
market hunters who ﬁlled
barrels of freshly killed
birds along the streets of
Galveston to be sold for culinary pleasure. With their
population dwindling due

National Audubon Society.
• Updated in 1962 to allow American Indians to collect
feathers for religious ceremonies.
• Nonnative birds, such as house sparrows and European
starlings, excluded from the act.
• U.S. Fish & Wildlife plans to update the act to prevent
causalities of millions of birds from hazards such as
communication towers, high-tension power lines, wind
turbines and uncovered oil waste pits.
• Oil companies and electric utility companies are currently implementing practices to protect birds.
• Bird protection treaties were signed with Mexico (1936,
amended in 1972), Japan (1972), and Russia (1976).

• Migratory Bird Treaty Act was ﬁrst legislative victory for

Kathy Adams Clark

Snowy egret feathers once adorned the fashionable
hats of high society women. Those women led the
crusade to get the Migratory Bird Treat Act passed
in 1918. The act still protects birds today.

to loss of breeding habitat
to agriculture, the birds
couldn’t rebound from the
killings — and are now
probably extinct.
Still, the act saved

untold numbers of birds
from extinction. Snowy
egrets, for instance, now
commonly strut along
waterways from Bolivar to
Houston. And long-billed

curlews and piping plovers
migrate to Texas beaches
despite diminishing
populations due to habitat
degradation.
The act was eventually
strengthened to protect

birds native to the U.S.,
including backyard birds
such as cardinals, chickadees, wrens and woodpeckers. Game species,
including ducks, geese and
quail, can be hunted under

state and federal regulations.
In 1919, the state of
Missouri appealed to
the Supreme Court in a
case that challenged the
constitutionality of the
Migratory Bird Treaty
Act on the basis of a
state’s right of ownership
(Missouri v. Holland).
The court ruled in 1920
that birds protected
under the act were not
permanent residents of a
state, as argued by Justice
Oliver Wendell Holmes.
“Wild birds are not in the
possession of anyone,” he
wrote.
Contact Gary Clark or
photographer Kathy Adams
Clark at texasbirder.net

History lessons aren’t ‘dumbed down’ for a young audience
History from page D1

heads.
Hale writes and
illustrates “Nathan
Hale’s Hazardous Tales,”
a series of graphic
novels about American
history. He’ll share
one of his stories in
Houston on Sunday as
part of Inprint’s Cool
Brains! reading series
for young people, a
series of free events that
give middle-grade kids
a chance to meet their
favorite authors. (Later
this season, the series
will bring in former
NFL player Tim Green,
who writes books for
middle-graders, and
children’s author Dianne
K. Salerni.)
When he’s creating
his graphic novels,
Hale says, “I write for a
combination of myself —
what makes me laugh,
what makes me curious
— and what makes
ﬁfth-graders laugh, what
makes ﬁfth-graders
intrigued.”
His books are all
about 120 pages;
they’re complicated
stories, and they’re
not oversimpliﬁed and
dumbed down. Though
their history lessons are
absorbing for adults and
college kids, Hale says
his ideal reader is about
11 years old.
“There’s a lot going
on in a ﬁfth-graders’s
mind,” he says. “They’re
still kids, so they still
think a lot of things are
really funny, but their
minds are jumping
ahead.”
Nathan Hale, by the
way, isn’t a pen name;
Hale does, in fact, share
a name with the patriot
who was caught spying
during the American
Revolution and executed
by the British. He’s the
one who is known today
for saying, “I regret that
I have but one life to give
for my country.”
In the “Hazardous
Tales” series, that same
Nathan Hale serves as
a narrator: Condemned
to death, he delays his
execution by spinning

Nathan Hale’s “Alamo All Stars”

tales from American
history.
His executioners get
into it, asking questions
and stopping to clarify
when the story moves too
fast. They also offer jokes
and silly asides to keep
things from getting too
heavy.
Hale has given similar
treatment to World War I
battles, the Donner Party
and the Underground
Railroad, among others.
One can imagine
a teacher assigning
Hale’s book to a class.
But Hale hopes that
doesn’t happen; he
wants his books to be
entertainment, not
homework. “I don’t want
kids to read my book
thinking, ‘Oh, I wonder
if this page will be on the
test,’ ” he says.
“There’s nothing
like having fun while
you’re reading a book,”
Hale says. “There’s
nothing like it. I see kids
sitting there laughing to
themselves while they’re
ﬂipping pages; that’s
what I want from this
series.”
His most recent book,

Courtesy photo

Author
appearance

Nathan Hale will discuss
and sign his “Nathan Hale’s
Hazardous Tales” series of
graphic novels, 3 p.m. Sunday, Meyerland Performing and Visual Arts Middle
School, 10410 Manhattan.
Free.
Information: 713-521-2026
or inprinthouston.org.

No. 6 in the series, tells
the story of the Texas
Revolution. The story
of the Alamo shouldn’t
matter only to Texans,
Hale insists.
“The Texas revolution
is an amazing chunk of
American history, but
it gets swallowed up in
Texas,” he says. “When
I do a Harriet Tubman
book, people don’t go,
‘Oh, I’m not interested in
Maryland history.’ ”
Even so, Hale chose to
write about the Alamo,
he says, “almost 100
percent because of Texas
librarians.”
The Texas Library
Association put the ﬁrst
of his Hazardous Tales
books on its Bluebonnet

Award Master List,
assembled each year to
recommend 20 quality
children’s books and
encourage reading for
pleasure.
“When the publisher
called and said, ‘Sit
down: You’re on the
Bluebonnet state reading
list,’ I said, ‘Oh, that’s
nice.’ ” Hale recalls.
“They said, ‘You don’t
understand. We’re
popping champagne
right now.’ ” After the
Newbery and Caldecott
medals, the Bluebonnet
seal of approval sells
more kids’ books than
any other award or
designation.
Since then, Hale says,
“I’ve spent so much
time in Texas visiting
schools.” On a trip to
San Antonio for the TLA
convention, Hale took a
side trip to the Alamo,
which gave him the idea
for the series’ sixth book.
Once he started
researching the
Alamo, Hale realized
that the story is more
complicated than he
imagined. The book’s
120-odd pages strive
to sort out the many
characters, multiple
battles and changing
alliances. He also adds
in some of the legends
that have developed,
explaining that — for
instance — William B.
Travis probably didn’t
really draw a line in the
sand, demanding that
everyone cross it if they
were willing to stay and
die defending the Alamo.
“Alamo All Stars,”
which came out in
March, sold twice as
many copies in its ﬁrst
six months as any of the
rest of Hale’s books had
in the same time frame.
He’ll sign books on
Sunday, and they’ll be
available for sale through
Blue Willow Bookshop.
But when he makes a live
appearance, Hale doesn’t
try to read from his
graphic novels; instead,
he hooks his iPad up to
a projection screen and
draws as he tells “an
exclusive ‘Hazardous
Tales’ history story” that

hasn’t been published:
“The really gross story
about Lewis and Clark
and their horrible eating
habits the ﬁrst three
months of their journey.”
As they headed west
across the continent, he
explains, the early 19th-

century explorers ate
only meat, no roughage.
“My program explains
what happens,” he said
eagerly. “It goes over very
well with ﬁfth-graders.”
alyson.ward@chron.com
twitter.com/alysonward
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Christian rapper
NF has high hopes
for new album
‘Therapy Session.’
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Still new in the world, with big questions
By Maggie Galehouse
Late in Kate DiCamillo’s
new novel for middlegrade readers, 10-year-old
Raymie watches her temperamental baton-twirling
instructor sleep. Ida Nee
is stretched out on a plaid
couch, white boots on her
feet, baton clutched to her
chest. Her mouth hangs
open:
“Raymie looked at Ida
Nee and then she looked
away,” DiCamillo writes.
“There was something

scary about watching an
adult sleep. It was as if no
one at all were in charge of
the world.”
Moments of insight like
this — moments that send
grown-up readers hurtling
back to the confusion and
tumult and newness of
childhood — are scattered throughout “Raymie
Nightingale,” the seventh
novel and 20th book from
DiCamillio.
For the 52-year-old author, it is not particularly
difficult to climb inside the

‘Raymie
Nightingale’

By Kate DiCamillo.
Candlewick, 272 pp., $16.99
(ages 10 and older)

mind of a young person.
That part of her is easily
accessible. At the ready.
“I feel like that part
of myself is right on the
surface,” DiCamillo said in
a phone interview. “I don’t
know why I remember
what it feels like to be a

DiCamillo continues on D2

Ben Garvin / New York Times

Author Kate DiCamillo is a two-time Newbery
Medal winner.

EXPLORE

A fresh take on H-town

Participants of “Remote Houston” stop and take a group photo from a mirror reﬂection at Eastwood Park during their audio-guided tour.

‘Remote Houston’ blazes an audiovisual
trail from the East End to downtown
By Molly Glentzer
Do you think about mortality?
Do you trust technology? Do you
know your city?
“Remote Houston,” an eyeand ear-opening tour created by
the German experimental-theater
collective Rimini Protokoll for
the Alley Theatre, provokes those
questions and others, gently.
Launched during this week’s
CounterCurrent 16 festival,
the experience leads groups of
50 people on a two-hour trek
from the East End to downtown
guided by “Heather,” an invisible,
remotely controlled, synthesized
character.
Heather directs you through

‘Remote Houston’

When: 4 p.m. weekdays, through
May 13
Where: Starts at Evergreen
Cemetery, 500 Altic
Tickets: $39; 713-220-5700,
alleytheatre.org

headsets over your ears, which
means that she pretty much
consumes your psyche. Her voice
is laid into a stereo soundtrack of
otherworldly electronic music,
jaunty beats, rock songs (when
she wants you to speed up) and
ambient, recorded effects.
The effects seemed so real
on a recent tour that I thought I

Tour continues on D8

Brett Coomer photos / Houston Chronicle

The “Remote Houston” tour route winds through an East End neighborhood on
its way to downtown.

NATURE

Baltimore
orioles
migrate
through
the Houston
area in
April.

Kathy Adams
Clark

Migrating Baltimore orioles
brighten area neighborhoods
By Gary Clark
Be on the lookout for
a brightly plumed bird
called a Baltimore oriole
that may decorate your
yard like a sunﬂower.
Baltimore orioles
migrate through our
neighborhoods in large
numbers in April. They

arrive from winter homes
in southern Mexico down
through Central America
and into Colombia and
Venezuela.
The beauty of the bird
has never been better
expressed than by the
18th-century English
naturalist Mark Catesby
(1683–1749), who gave

it the name “Baltimore
Bird” in his “Natural
History of Carolina,
Florida and the Bahama
Islands,” published in
1731.
Catesby wrote, “The
bill is sharp and tapering;
the head and half-way
down the back, of a

Nature continues on D3
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5 THINGS TO DO THIS WEEKEND
By Syd Kearney
Did the Tax Man take all
your money this week? No
worries, as all my weekend
recommendations are
admission-free.

Drum work

Noted percussionist Kenny Endo
and his ensemble will perform
original works using traditional
instruments such as the
Japanese zither, bamboo ﬂutes,
vibraphones and African drums
during a performance at Miller
Outdoor Theatre. Free tickets
for covered seating are available
from 10:30 a.m.-1 p.m. on the
day of the show.
When: 8 p.m. Saturday
Where: 6000 Hermann Park
Drive
Information:
milleroutdoortheatre.com

Shuzo Uemoto

Japanese percussionist Kenny Endo will perform Saturday night at
Miller Outdoor Theatre.

family-friendly event at Sam
Houston Park. Sponsored by Air
Alliance Houston, the festival
includes live music, a beer and
wine garden, children’s activities
and a marketplace featuring
green products.
When: 11 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday
Where: 1000 Bagby
Information: earthdayhouston.
org

Earth Day
at Sheldon Lake

Sheldon Lake State Park invites
visitors to discover its prairie
and wetlands in celebration of
Earth Day. Families can take
part in nature crafts and games,
a scavenger hunt, a geocache
program and a walk that will
showcase alternative energies.
When: 1-4 p.m. Sunday
Where: 14140 Garrett
Information: tpwd.state.gov

The Big Bash

Earth Day at
Sam Houston Park

Celebrate the Earth and learn to
protect the environment at this

The Suffers will headline Art
Blocks: The Big Bash on Main
Street Square. The afternoon

will include a half-dozen
musical guests, a beer and
food-truck garden, a kids’ zone
and a market showcasing
handcrafted work of local
artists. The day is a celebration
of Art Blocks, a public-arts
initiative.
When: Noon-6 p.m. Saturday
Where: 900-1100 blocks of
Main
Information: artblockshouston.
org

HobbyFest

Modern and vintage aircraft
will be on display when Hobby
Airport hosts HobbyFest.
Festivities include exhibits,
games, street performers, a
video-game bus, a barbecue
cook-off and a raffle. Admission
is free with the donation of one
nonperishable food item to
beneﬁt local families.
When: 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Saturday
Where: East Ramp, 8402 Nelms
Information: hadistrict.org/
hobbyfest

syd.kearney@chron.com

DiCamillo seeks to raise awareness about children’s literature
DiCamillo from page D1

10-year-old, I just do. I feel
lucky that I do.”
DiCamillo, who won
Newbery Medals for
“The Tale of Despereaux”
(2003), which was made
into an animated ﬁlm,
and “Flora and Ulysses”
(2013), appears in Houston
on Sunday as part of Cool
Brains! Inprint Readings
for Young People. She’ll
discuss “Raymie Nightingale,” the story of three
young girls who meet at
baton-twirling lessons in
a small Florida town in
summer 1975 and end up
helping each other in ways
none of them could have
anticipated.
Raymie hopes to win
the Little Miss Central
Florida Tire contest so
that her father, who’s
just run off with a dental
hygienist, will read about
her in the newspaper and
return home. Louisiana is
more than a little adrift,
a delicate dreamer being
raised by her eccentric
grandmother and surviving mostly on tuna ﬁsh.
Beverly is a tough and
capable type, the daughter
of a cop who knows how
to pick locks and arrives at
baton-twirling lessons one
day with a black eye.
The story jumps nimbly
from action to abstraction and back again. As

Dentistry

Author
appearance

Kate DiCamillo will
discuss and sign “Raymie
Nightingale,” 3 p.m. Sunday,
Johnston Middle School,
10410 Manhattan. Free.
Information: 713-5212026 or inprinthouston.org.

the girls move between
the Golden Glen Nursing
Home, the Very Friendly
Animal Shelter, Clarke
Family Insurance, Lake
Clara and other local
haunts, Raymie often ﬁnds
herself tumbling toward
emotional and intellectual
clarity.
“She had the feeling
that she was going to
understand things, ﬁnally,
at last,” DiCamillo writes.
“She had this feeling often,
that some truth was going
to be revealed to her.”
Raymie relates these
feelings to her soul, which
shrinks and grows as she
faces harsh realities about
her own life and the lives
of her new friends. When
she is troubled or sad,
her soul feels like a small,
hard pebble. When she’s
happy, her soul inﬂates —
taut and wide, like a tent.
“Kids have a lot of
profundity,” says DiCamillo, who criss-crossed
the country to raise
awareness about reading
and children’s literacy as

DELIVERED
ON A
SILVER PLATTER.

National Ambassador for
Young People’s Literature
in 2014 and 2015. “They’re
thinking about big things,
but they don’t necessarily
have the language to talk
about it. … You’re new in
the world, so that makes
the questions even bigger,
and it makes everything
much more beautiful because it’s all new. Then we
grow up and forget about
the intensity involved in
being a kid.”
In addition to the
animated version of “The
Tale of Despereaux,”

DiCamillo’s ﬁrst novel,
“Because of Winn Dixie”
(2000) was made into a
ﬁlm by 20th Century Fox
in 2005.
“Both times, with both
movies, it was wonderful
to watch it happen,” she
says. “It’s a fever dream
that gets constructed
without you. It’s just like
when a book gets translated. The story is going
out into the world, having
a life of its own.”
“Because of Winn Dixie,” the story of a lonely
10-year-old girl who

adopts a stray dog she
names for a supermarket
chain, was such a successful ﬁrst novel that, for
awhile, DiCamillo wondered if she should keep
writing similar stories.
“I spent a lot of time
thinking I need to write
another book just like this
or people won’t love me,”
says the author, who is
single with no children.
“But you can’t write that
way — for approval.
You have to write for the
story.”
Similarly, DiCamillo

keeps those Newbery
Medals, one of the nation’s
highest honors for young
people’s literature, close
but out of sight.
“It’s something to not
think about,” she laughs.
“The Newbery comes with
an actual, physical medal,
and I keep those in the
second drawer of my desk,
way in the back. Once every few months, I open the
drawer, very slowly, to see
if they’re still there.”
maggie.galehouse@chron.
com
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For the 52yearold author, it is not particularly difficult to climb inside the mind of a
young person. That part of her is easily accessible. At the ready.
"I feel like that part of myself is right on the surface," DiCamillo said in a phone
interview. "I don't know why I remember what it feels like to be a 10yearold, I just do. I
feel lucky that I do."
DiCamillo, who won Newbery Medals
for "The Tale of Despereaux" (2003),
which was made into an animated film,
and "Flora and Ulysses" (2013),
appears in Houston on Sunday as part
of Cool Brains! Inprint Readings for
Young People. She'll discuss "Raymie
Nightingale," the story of three young
girls who meet at batontwirling
lessons in a small Florida town in
summer 1975 and end up helping each
other in ways none of them could have
anticipated.

MORE INFORMATION
'Raymie Nightingale'
By Kate DiCamillo.
Candlewick, 272 pp., $16.99 (ages 10 and older)
Author appearance
Kate DiCamillo will discuss and sign "Raymie
Nightingale," 3 p.m. Sunday, Johnston Middle
School, 10410 Manhattan. Free. Information: 713521-2026 or inprinthouston.org.

Raymie hopes to win the Little Miss Central Florida Tire contest so that her father, who's
just run off with a dental hygienist, will read about her in the newspaper and return home.
Louisiana is more than a little adrift, a delicate dreamer being raised by her eccentric
grandmother and surviving mostly on tuna fish. Beverly is a tough and capable type, the
daughter of a cop who knows how to pick locks and arrives at batontwirling lessons one
day with a black eye.
The story jumps nimbly from action to abstraction and back again. As the girls move
between the Golden Glen Nursing Home, the Very Friendly Animal Shelter, Clarke
Family Insurance, Lake Clara and other local haunts, Raymie often finds herself tumbling
toward emotional and intellectual clarity.
"She had the feeling that she was going

BOOKS

Still new in the world, with
big questions

to understand things, finally, at last,"
DiCamillo writes. "She had this feeling
often, that some truth was going to be
revealed to her."

Grapes of Wrath turns 77

Raymie relates these feelings to her
soul, which shrinks and grows as she
faces harsh realities about her own life
and the lives of her new friends. When
she is troubled or sad, her soul feels
like a small, hard pebble. When she's
happy, her soul inflates  taut and wide,
like a tent.
"Kids have a lot of profundity," says
DiCamillo, who crisscrossed the
country to raise awareness about
reading and children's literacy as
National Ambassador for Young
People's Literature in 2014 and 2015.
"They're thinking about big things, but
they don't necessarily have the
language to talk about it. … You're

Taking a stand, learning
from rebels

A story about storytelling,
beautifully told

Excerpt & appearance:
April 17

new in the world, so that makes the
questions even bigger, and it makes everything much more beautiful because it's all new.
Then we grow up and forget about the intensity involved in being a kid."
In addition to the animated version of "The Tale of Despereaux," DiCamillo's first novel,
"Because of Winn Dixie" (2000) was made into a film by 20th Century Fox in 2005.
"Both times, with both movies, it was wonderful to watch it happen," she says. "It's a
fever dream that gets constructed without you. It's just like when a book gets translated.
The story is going out into the world, having a life of its own."

"Because of Winn Dixie," the story of a lonely 10yearold girl who adopts a stray dog she
names for a supermarket chain, was such a successful first novel that, for awhile,
DiCamillo wondered if she should keep writing similar stories.
"I spent a lot of time thinking I need to write another book just like this or people won't
love me," says the author, who is single with no children. "But you can't write that way 
for approval. You have to write for the story."
Similarly, DiCamillo keeps those Newbery Medals, one of the nation's highest honors for
young people's literature, close but out of sight.
"It's something to not think about," she laughs. "The Newbery comes with an actual,
physical medal, and I keep those in the second drawer of my desk, way in the back. Once
every few months, I open the drawer, very slowly, to see if they're still there."

Maggie Galehouse
Book Editor / Features
Reporter, Houston
Chronicle

© 2013 Hearst Newspapers, LLC.
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By Maggie Galehouse

15 notable books of 2015

E

VERY list needs
an explanation,
particularly when
it arrives in the blizzard
of “Best” and “Worst”
lists that carries us from
the end of one year into
the beginning of the
next.
This “notable”
books list gathers titles
from near and far, from
presses large and small.
Some titles have received
lots of national buzz; some
haven’t.
This list, like all lists, is
an exercise in failure.
No one can read all the
books published in any
given year. And it’s worth
noting that people who live
in Houston likely read more
books by Houstonians than,
say, people who live in Ann
Arbor, Mich.
So this selection of titles
aims to remind readers of
15 significant contributions
across literature — “Go Set
a Watchman” appears not
because it’s an excellent
book but because of its relation to an excellent book —
with an eye to the richness
and diversity in our own
backyard.
“Between the World
and Me,” by Ta-Nehisi
Coates (Spiegel & Grau).
Modeled after James
Baldwin’s “The Fire Next
Time,” in which Baldwin
encourages his nephew
to rise above the anger
simmering around race in
1960s America, “Between
the World and Me” takes
the form of a letter from
Coates to his teenage son.
An unblinking examination
of how it feels to be black in
America, Coates’ poignant
memoir critiques American
history and the racial falsehoods on which this history
is built.
“The Buried Giant,”
by Kazuo Ishiguro
(Knopf). Set in late-5th-century Britain, when Saxons
were settling the country
and upsetting the status
quo, “The Buried Giant”
contemplates collective
forgetfulness — in a married couple and in society at
large. War is in the air, and
something else about the
air makes people forgetful.
The cast includes a brave
knight named Wistan;
a young knight named
Edwin, bent on avenging
his mother’s death; and
Beatrice and Axl, an elderly
couple who’ve set out on
a perilous journey to help
remember their past. This
is the ﬁrst novel in a decade
from Ishiguro, best known
for “The Remains of the
Day.”

Local authors join the list of writers
who penned some of the year’s
most signiﬁ
cant novels
signiﬁcant

Colo.,
is
enough to
make readers miss his
voice all over
again. Haruf’s
is a voice of
the Plains,
a voice
sensitive
to changes
in light and the
seasons, a voice that
understands the
drama of life in a
small town. “Our
Souls at Night”
follows Addie
and Louis in the
twilight of their
lives — a widow
and widower
who haven’t
given up on
intimacy.

aka The
Bloggess:
her marriage
to Victor,
their bonkers
conversations,
her role as lively
Hailey’s mother,
her love of odd
taxidermy. Also, her
physical illnesses,
chieﬂy rheumatoid
arthritis, and her mental
illness: depression, anxiety and other attendant
disorders. Lawson, who
lives in Texas and blogs at
thebloggess.com, is a bit of
a magician. She can rope
you into her antics and
make her wonderfully odd
musings seem, for a moment, utterly rational.
“God Help the Child,”
by Toni Morrison (Knopf
Doubleday). For more than
ﬁve decades, the Nobel
Prize-winning Morrison
has been writing about
why black lives matter in
some of the ﬁnest ﬁction of
this century and the last.
“God Help the Child” is
not her best work, but it
delivers her characteristic
ﬁerceness. Bride is a darkskinned 23-year-old beauty
who works as regional
manager of a cosmetics
company. Raised by a
high-yellow mother embarrassed by her daughter’s
blue-black skin, Bride must
come to terms with her
past and future. “God Help
the Child” considers the
legacy mothers leave their
children — an inheritance
of mistakes, missteps and
imperfections.

(Knopf). Cisneros, who lived
for decades in San
Antonio, collects
seemingly odd parts —
older pieces of writing,
lectures, newspaper
articles, keynote speeches,
stories ﬁnally ﬁnding their
way onto the page — and
assembles them into one
beating whole. Each piece
comes with a brief introduction, which offers context and, sometimes, reﬂection, on the life of a Latina
writer who made her name
three decades ago with
her story collection “The
House on Mango Street.”
Cisneros was among the

“Paradise Sky,” by
Joe R. Lansdale (Little, Brown and Co.).
A sweeping Western
epic on the scale of
“Lonesome Dove,”
“Paradise Sky”
also is Lansdale at
his funniest and
most energetic.
The Nacogdoches
author writes as Nat
Love — a legendary
cowboy also known
as Deadwood Dick
— in a voice that’s
both educated and
raw, with dialogue
reminiscent of
Elmore Leonard.
Even if you’re not
particularly fond
of Westerns, “Paradise
Sky” is addictive fun.
professor at the University
of Houston, sold Showtime
the rights to this book.
“Olympic Butter
Gold: Poems,” by Jonathan Moody (Northwestern University Press).
This collection, winner
of the 2014 Cave Canem
Northwestern University
Press Poetry Prize, springs
from hip-hop culture and
weighs in on politics, love,
fatherhood, the death of
black radio and much
more. In a poem titled
“Houston,” Moody, a local
poet who teaches at Pearland High, describes the

Image). Serrano, a Houston resident, chose one
rap song per year between
1978 and 2014 to create
a compact timeline with
thoughtful commentary
on the evolution of rap
music. The elements that
created these enduring
songs — themes, narrative
devices, stylistic choices —
rise to the surface thanks
to Serrano’s observations
and helpful graphs and illustrations by Torres. “The
Rap Year Book” proves as
thoughtful as it is playful,
a combination not often
found in histories.
“Uncovered: How I
Left Hasidic Life and
Finally Came Home,”
by Leah Lax (She Writes
Press). For three decades,
Houston writer Leah Lax
lived a Hasidic life. She
dressed modestly to please
God, wearing a wig or scarf
and clothing that covered
her legs, arms and body.
She strove to accept that
fulﬁllment would come
through marriage and
motherhood. She kept a
kosher home and raised
seven children. But as the
years passed, Lax began to
struggle, question, bristle,
write — until the light
from a different kind of life
peeked through the cracks
of her rigid routine.
“Whisper Hollow,”
by Chris Cander (Other
Press). Set in a ﬁctional
West Virginia coal-mining
town, Cander’s multigenerational story stretches
from 1916 to 1969, tracing
a handful of characters
whose hardscrabble lives
overlap in a place where
money is scarce, men work
the mines and women keep
house. The three women
who drive the plot —
Myrthen, Alta and Lidia —
have deep, difficult secrets,
some more deadly than
others. A haunting and
beautifully written book
from a Houston writer.
“The Witches: Salem,
1692,” by Stacy Schiff.
(Little, Brown and Co.)
Schiff, author of the acclaimed “Cleopatra: A
Life,” helps readers understand the warped logic
of the famous trials. The
accusations were baseless
and sometimes drunken,
and accusers tended to put
on ridiculous performances at trial. Instead of a dry
history, “The Witches” offers a tonally complex and
novelistic account of an era
burning with paranoia and
superstition.
maggie.galehouse@chron.com
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EXCERPT AND APPEARANCE
“I am born as the South explodes,
too many people too many years
enslaved, then emancipated
but not free, the people
who look like me
keep fighting
and marching
and getting killed
so that today —
February 12, 1963
and every day from this moment on,
brown children like me can grown up
free.”
from “Brown Girl Dreaming” by Jacqueline Woodson

Jacqueline
Woodson will
discuss and sign
“Brown Girl
Dreaming” —
which won the
2014 National
Book Award for
Young People’s
Literature —
3 p.m. Jan. 24
at Johnston
Middle School,
10410 Manhattan, as part of
the Cool Brains!
Inprint Readings for Young
People series.
Information:
inprinthouston.org.
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Houston's 5 Best Weekend Food Bets: Get a
Pre-Opening Taste of The Halal Guys
By Holly Beretto

DETAILS

“The first time I write my full name…without
anybody’s help…I know if I wanted to I could write
anything,” by Jacqueline Woodson, from “on
paper”

Time: 3:00 p.m. January 24

When Jacqueline Woodson was growing up in
South Carolina and Brooklyn, people would tell her
stories and she would listen. Reading was a struggle
for her, but that didn’t deter her from finding her
way into the stories found in books.

Children's Events
Literary Events Teen Events

Free

in Brown Girl Dreaming.

Upcoming Houston Food Events: Beer,
Chocolate & Super Bowl to Go

“I would read things over and over until I
memorized them,” she says. “I talked a lot; I was
always in trouble for talking. But, looking back, I
became a writer by reading.”
A three-time Newberry Honor Award-winning
author of more than 30 books for young people,

LOCATION INFO:

Johnston Middle School
10410 Manhattan
Houston, TX 77096
Outer Loop - SW

Where to Dine in Houston This Valentine's
Day 2016

The Wild Kratts Live!

TICKETS

Sponsored by

author of more than 30 books for young people,
Woodson reads and discusses her latest book,
, as part of Cool Brains!
Inprint Readings for Young People. The memoir,
written in free verse, won the 2014 National Book
Award for Young people and was a 2015 Newberry
Honor Book.
Brown Girl Dreaming

TICKETS

Sponsored by

“It’s like the haiku in the book: ‘Even the
silence/has a story to tell you/Just listen. Listen,’”
she says. 3 p.m. January 24. Johnston Middle
School, 10410 Manhattan For information call 713521-2026 or visit imprinthouston.org. Free.
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“After my mother died very suddenly, I wanted to
know who she was before she was my mom,” she
says. “I started writing down memories, and as I
tried to link those into a narrative, I realized that
memory is the way the story came, these small
moments with white space.”
Those small moments make up a big tale of a life
lived in the South at the dawn of the civil rights
movement, as well as living in the melting pot of
New York. It’s the story of Woodson and her family,
and her own journey to find where she belongs.
Those universal themes ring through for readers
and their parents.
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